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York StaNDS tall IN BrISBaNE
The 2015 Brisbane Truck Show defied a slowing economy and  

proven the durable attraction of the York brand. read more on page 10

a famIlY affaIr 
TATA finds York the perfect companion.  

read more on page 4

a message from the CEo
It’s an energising time to be a member of the York team. 
Not only are we celebrating our 30th anniversary in 
australia, but we are also launching many new products 
for the trailer community.  
York has vast experience in designing trailer axles and suspensions and we will 
continue to address issues which are most relevant to our important customers.  

The technological strength of York was highly 
visible in the launch of the York Precision System 
(YPS) at the Brisbane Truck Show (as reported on 
pages 10-11 of this issue of York Talk). Our new 
YPS long life hub is expected to give fleets lowest 
cost of ownership by decreasing their scheduled 
maintenance intervals as well as ensuring a high 
tyre life. My team and I will continue to meet more 
customers regularly and become a trusted adviser 
to our customers for the full line of products and 
services offered by York.

P.V. Balasubramaniam  
Chief Executive Officer

read more on page 10
P.V. Balasubramaniam  
Chief Executive Officer
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YOrk thaIlaND YOrk SINgaPorE

York transport Equipment is pleased to 
announce that mr alok Sharman has been 
appointed as the York group’s Chief 
Operating Officer (COO).
Mr Sharman, who will be based in Singapore, has 27 years’ 
rich experience in international business in Asia and Latin 
America, mainly in the automotive industry in both B2C and 
B2B segments. His experience includes 18 years with the 
joint venture of the Valvoline and Cummins groups, both 
rated as Fortune 500 MNCs (multinational corporations).

Before joining York, Mr Sharman’s most recent position 
was that of regional Director – Asia at Ashland Valvoline, 
where he was instrumental in turning around the total 
business of the South East Asia region. Prior to this, he 
was CEO of Valvoline Cummins Brazil Ltd, in charge of the 
inception and operation of the joint venture. Mr Sharman 
was also a key founder member of Valvoline Cummins JV 
in India and is widely recognised for catapulting the 
company to its leadership position as a result of combining 
innovative marketing and sales promotion programs with 
the building of the channel distribution network.

Mr Sharman has used his leadership to leave a mark in 
each of the varied regions and work cultures he has been 
involved in across the globe. His understanding of 
strategy, new business development skills and the 
importance of team building makes Mr Sharman an 
impressive asset for York.

"I do strongly believe in the concept of ‘Work Hard Play 
Hard’. Each move in my career has been a great learning 
for me and has contributed tremendously to my personal 
and professional growth,” Mr Sharman said. 

“It's a great honour to be working now at a company with 
the reputation of York, under the TATA group umbrella, and 
I hope to translate some of my learnings to help grow this 
company as well. I know and understand that the task 
ahead is extremely daunting, but I do look forward to the 
challenge of making York’s reputation even stronger."

York appoints new Chief Operating Officer 

The York Group’s new COO, Mr Alok Sharman, 
says he is excited about York’s future growth.

thai trailer manufacturer Piroon assembly 
Company has recently celebrated its 11th 
anniversary. York is proud to join in the 
celebrations of this great achievement and 
looks forward to an ongoing partnership 
and continued success in thailand.
Piroon Assembly Company is based in Samut Sakhon, 
one of the central provinces of Thailand. The company  
is most well known for its sturdy family of tri-axle 
semi-trailers fitted with a range of tough York Transport 
Equipment products. These include axles and landing 
gear, through to York’s Tecair I air suspensions and YTE 
75 mechanical suspensions.

“Mr kittichai, Piroon Assembly Company’s owner is a very 
smart businessman and a leader in the trailer business. As 
such, he feels that he has a responsibility to his customers 
to use nothing but the best for his customers’ trailers. In 
this particular case, that means York. Mr kittichai is a firm 
believer in the quality of York’s products and will always 
select them for his premium customers,” said Mr Siam 
Tanon, York’s Assistant Manager, Sales.

The tri-axle semi-trailer pictured here is fitted with York’s 
5015 axles and YTE 75 mechanical suspension (9 leaf 
spring type). Incredibly, it has already run close to 200,000 
km without having to change any suspension or axle parts. 
When it comes to York’s lowest total cost of ownership 
promise it would be hard to think of a better example than this.

“Mr kittichai has also selected York’s Tecair 1 for tri-axle 
suspension (with one axle lift) for another customer, the 
Standard Can Company, to serve their need to reduce 
damage to their food cans when in transit,” Mr Tanon added.

“The Standard Can Company was already using York’s 
axles previously under an inboard drum. However, the 
trailers now use the new 5021 (5626) outboard drum 
model with an EBS system, as they feel this will improve 
maintenance and safety even further.”

York’s Tecair 1 suspension is one of the most durable of all 
air suspensions. A Goodyear bag allows a reduction of the 
required air pressure at typical axle loads with a 4 bar 
system fed from a 6 bar air tank to maintain correct ride 
height and trailer stability. What’s more a steel encased 
pivot bush virtually eliminates rubber extrusion, which 
greatly extends service life. The Tecair 1 is suitable for the 
toughest of terrains, including highway and off-road use, 
logging, heavy haulage, and other extreme duty applications.

Lowest total cost of ownership: this York-fitted tri-axle semi-trailer has 
run 200,000 km without changing any suspension or axle parts. 

York congratulates Piroon assembly 
Company’s on turning 11! 

Mr kittichai, Piroon 
Assembly Company’s 
owner uses nothing 
but the best for his 
customers’ trailers.  
In this particular case, 
that means York.

York is giving away 10 special gifts to the 
first 10 entrants who answer the below 
questions correctly. Simply email your 
answers to piyush.g@yorktpt.com.sg
Answers are hidden in articles in this York talk and on  
York website www.yorktransport.com as well.

1. In what year was York’s first factory opened by 
Canadian Fred Davies in Northamptonshire in the Uk?

2. What is the tagline of the York brand?

3. Name three countries in which York products are  
market leaders in their segments?

4. What is name of the new product launched by York  
in July 2015?

5. What are the top three benefits which the York Precision 
System (YPS) offers fleet owners?

6. How many rO8 axles did York supply to Asyaport in 
Istanbul in the last quarter?

7. Which York products were displayed by Afrit in the 
NAMPO agricultural trade show in South Africa recently?

Quiz
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It takes a big name to stand out in the 
global powerhouse that is the Indian 
economy. tata Dlt, the tata group’s 
trailer manufacturing company, is one 
such name.
First off, a stunning statistic: since establishing its plant in 
India in 2005, TATA DLT has used York Transport Equipment 
product on 100% of its trailers. Of course, figures don’t 
come any more conclusive than that, but they’re only part 
of the story.  

In today’s increasingly demanding business environment, 
the need to combine low tare weight and high payload 
capacity is endless, whether that be for transporting fly 
ash coal or heavy rigid vehicles. TATA DLT, with the help  
of York, meets that need with its reliable and renowned 
products, such as the popular tip trailer and the impressive 
truck chassis carrier. 

The TATA DLT tip trailer is a complicated design, to the 
extent that there are very few manufacturers in the world 
capable of mastering such a build. Popular in industries 
such as cement, fly ash, coal and all aggregates, TATA 
DLT has been using York axles, landing legs, kingpins and 
suspensions for almost eight years (as well as hydraulic 
cylinders from another globally established brand in Hyva). 

the York team in India has devised a 
simple, yet highly effective advertising 
tool that is definitely worth a closer look 
– York-branded tents. and the tents are 
turning heads wherever they are set up. 
Standing out in a crowded transport industry marketplace 
is not easy. Yet York India’s unique and cost-effective idea 
is a simple way of distinguishing themselves from the 
competition while also attracting the attention of consumers 
in that marketplace. As such, the York tents have become 
a great way of promoting the York range of products in a 
diverse range of settings, including trailer manufacturers, 
truck stops, mechanical outlets and even shopping malls.

The innovative York service team is also setting up the 
tents in major vehicle parking areas across India, so that 
drivers and owners of York axles can spot the famous York 
brand and then easily approach the expert team for quick 
tips on subjects such as training and mechanical advice. 
The York team is not only easily identified by current and 
future customers in the parking areas, they can also 
provide prompt service support that further contributes to 
York’s guarantee of providing lowest total cost of 
ownership to its customers.

a family affair:  
TATA finds York the perfect companion

Designer York tents attract customer 
attention in India

“This match with York ensures optimum performance.  As 
such, each and every TATA DLT tip trailer stands out as a 
champion build for their customers,” said Mr Gurumukh 
Singh, Head (Service, Product Application and OEM 
Marketing), York India.

An equally demanding industry is the heavy vehicle 
transportation segment – particular the need to meet a variety 
of customer demands through just the one build. This need 
for a revolutionary design that can provide a number of different 
loading patterns has driven TATA DLT to introduce its 
one-of-a-kind truck chassis carrier. Incredibly, the TATA 
DLT truck chassis carrier provides more than 35 loading 
combinations. Whether it be prime movers, agricultural 
tractors or buses, customers can choose from a variety of 
options to suit their particular need.

“Another feature is the extendable ramp with the necessary 
stoppage for easy loading and unloading. As the trailer is 
constructed using rolled beams the customer gets this added 
advantage with low cost maintenance, all in a robust trailer 
suitable for both rural and urban roads,” Mr Singh said.

“TATA DLT’s commitment to providing low tare weight that 
ensures maximum payload capacity has already benefitted 
customers right around the country.” 

“Printed tents make great mobile billboards and allow us  
to stand out in the crowd,” said Mr Gurumukh Singh, Head 
(Service, Product Application and OEM Marketing), India. 

“It is a great way to identify York to our customers – a 
printed tent has a better chance to stay on visitors’ minds 
and give them a good, memorable image – and they have 
the added benefit of offering shade and shelter to our 
sales team.”

Mr Alok Sharman, COO York Transport Equipment, added: 
“They are certainly an excellent addition to our company. 
They can be folded, carried by the sales person in the car 
boot and fitted in ten minutes for use. 

“Product and corporate branding is becoming more important 
than ever before. York-branded tents are a great advertising 
tool because they are a cost-effective way of responding 
to this ongoing business challenge. For most people one 
set of tent and chairs would cost less than a tank of petrol!”

TATA DLT’s commitment to perfection is seen in every 
single tip trailer that rolls of the production line.

The truck chassis carrier offers an incredible 35 loading combinations. The York-branded tents have proven a great way of attracting customers right across India.

YOrk INDIa YOrk INDIa

The York tents are a great way  
of promoting York’s products  
in a range of settings.
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throughout history Istanbul has been 
celebrated as a critical gateway between 
Europe and asia. for York this represents 
a great opportunity to reinforce its 
reputation as a strong global brand and  
a recent deal with Turkish firm Çimenler 
Damper has given York a stranglehold  
on the evergrowing port sector.
Istanbul sits exactly at the point of contact between the 
two continents of Europe and Asia and York Transport 
Equipment’s Istanbul branch is perfectly positioned to take 
advantage of its location. recently, York supplied 192 
units of its rO8 axles to Çimenler Damper, one of the key 
tipper damper trailer and on-truck damper producers in 
Istanbul, to support their production of container carrying 
trailers operating inside Istanbul’s huge Asyaport. 
(Çimenler Damper is also testing York 5626 axles on its 
tipper trailers.)

“Measuring 14 metres long and with a width of 2.85 metres 
the container carriers’ chassis are constructed of S690QL 
grade steel fashioned with a skilled welding process to form 
an I-profile. Their maximum load capacity is 65 tonnes at 

Asyaport – the busiest of gateways

The world scale Asyaport is a fascinating story. 
Constructed as Turkey’s first transit container port (or 
hubport) and as a gateway to Europe, Asyaport was 
founded by a partnership between the Soyuer Family from 
the Thrace region (bordering Bulgaria and Greece) and 
Global Terminal Limited, a  Mediterranean Shipping 
Company group business set up to invest in ports. It is the 
the largest container port in Turkey offering two kilometres 
of dock spakce up to a depth of 20 metres and a capacity 
of 2.5 million TEU. All up Asyaport covers an area of 
300,000 m2 and houses eleven ship–to–shore gantry 
cranes which can serve up to 24 side rows  and 33 rubber 
tyre gantry cranes.

Asyaport focuses on transit load transfers to Eastern and 
Central Europe through railway and highway connections 
and has the ambition of being the most important trade 
gateway in the world. Yet it hasn’t let this ambition impede 
its design as an environmentally sensitive port and a 
candidate for the "Certificate of GreenPort".

To achieve this Asyaport has invested in different 
renewable and environmentally responsible technologies 
to reduce the amount of carbon it releases, such as solar 
panels, LED lightning, LNG motor carriers and electric 
cranes. All vessels and coast cranes will be electrically 
powered while carrying vehicles that operate inside the 
port will be run on LNG. 

Asyaport has also investigated certification in Health, 
Safety, Environment and Quality Management. Systems 
such as ISO 9001 (Quality Management System), OHSAS 
18001 (Health and Safety Management System), ISO 
14001 (Environment Management System) certifications 
are pending to be awarded.

“Not surprisingly, Asyaport contributes a great deal to the 
Turkish economy, and Thrace in particular, with an 
employment capacity of 1,200 people. It also acts as a 
logistics centre in the area through its seaway, highways 
and railway connections,” Mr Tarman said.

York’s strong future  
at the world’s crossroads

30 km/h and they are capable of carrying a number of 
container sizes, including: 1 x 45 ft; 1 x 40 ft; 1 x 20 ft; or  
2 x 20 ft,” explained Mr Nefii Varol Tarman, Branch 
Manager – Turkey, York Transport Equipment (Asia) Pte Ltd.

York’s rO8 axles are made from a high alloy seamless 
tube with a 16 mm beam thickness as standard. The r08 
axles most frequently come with a 10 x 225 pcd steel hub 
configuration, which can be supplied to suit steel or alloy 
wheel fitment. They are also available with either 15” dual 
spider wheel end assemblies suitable for either a 15” tube 
type tyre with 15” demountable rims or a 17.5” tubeless 
tyre with 17.5” demountable rims. 

“We believe that having York axle-equipped container 
carrying vehicles operating in the largest container port in 
Turkey will increase York brand awareness in the port sector. 
This can open new doors for York as well as attract new 
sales offers for our rO8 axles from the other ports in Turkey.” 

Important features of York’s RO8 axles

• Induction hardened 1 1/2” x 10 spine short camshafts and 
plated cam rollers for longer life and smoother operation.

• Camshafts with an open cam design fitted with bolt-on 
cam roller retainers and standard camshaft o-rings, 
washers and circlips for positive security. 

• Vesconite camshaft bushes for longer service life. 
• Bolt-on type anchor pins for positive locking via a bolt, 

nut and washer and for ease of assembly. 
• 15” axle brake return spring ensures constant contact 

between the shoe, cam roller and camshaft. 
• Brake spider cam bores fitted with grease nipples to 

ensure that the cam and cam shaft bushes can be 
lubricated. 

Asyaport is the largest container port of Turkey with an 
area of 300,000 m2 and a capacity of up to 2.5 million TEU.

YOrk tUrkEY YOrk tUrkEY

The Çimenler Damper  trailer has a maximum load 
capacity of 65 tonnes safely supported by York rO8 axles.

The Çimenler Damper container 
carriers with York rO8 axles 
are constructed of S690QL  
grade steel fashioned with  
a skilled welding process  
to form an I-profile.
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mr mubarak ahammed has joined York as 
a new regional Sales manager based in 
Dammam and covering Saudi arabia.  
mr mubarak’s high-level responsibilities 
include business development, technical 
support – listening to our customer needs 
and supporting them with great products, 
services and unique solutions that deliver 
the lowest cost of ownership and 
operating cost.

 

Mr Mubarak brings with him more than 18 years’ 
experience working across the Middle East and India 
offering technical support and business development in 
sectors such as trucks, earth moving, mining and power 
generation equipment 

“Saudi Arabia, the biggest Arab economy, invests heavily 
in different segments to spur its growth. This is what 
attracted me to be a part of York in this region and work 
towards more growth,” Mr Ahammed said. 

"Bringing the company to next level with satisfied customers 
will deliver York’s guarantee of lowest total cost of ownership. 
The experience I gained from the different companies I have 
worked for – Daimler Benz, renault trucks, Proman 
(crushing solutions) and Al Wasit (construction equipment) –  
will help me offer innovative solutions. 

“We need to make sure that we are ready to face 
tomorrow’s challenges and deliver on our business plans. 
First and foremost, however, is a focus on the customer."

  

YOrk SoUth afrICa YOrk mIDDlE EaSt

York transport Equipment understands 
that big trade shows represent big 
business opportunities. In South africa, 
York and long-term associate afrit 
trailers recently put their best products 
on display to a very interested audience.
South Africa’s annual NAMPO Agriculture trade show was 
held in the Free State from 12–15 May. The agriculture 
exhibition is something to behold, being one of the largest 
privately organised and owned shows in the world as well 
as the largest show of agricultural machinery and livestock 
in the southern hemisphere. Organised by industry peak 
body Grain SA, NAMPO provides a unique opportunity for 
all manufacturers and distributers to demonstrate their 
vast range of products to targeted customers. 

“The NAMPO show draws more than 600 exhibitors 
spread over 24 hectares and this year close to 70,000 
visitors attended the show – a great opportunity for York 
Transport Equipment and its business associates to reach 
out into the market and impress,” said Mr Willem Brits, 
Country Manager South Africa, York Transport Equipment.

“Afrit Trailers, one of the largest trailer manufacturers in 
Southern Africa, was in attendance displaying its newest 

York and afrit trailers  
put their best on display

and best products, including a new fuel tanker. Other 
technologically advanced trailers on display by Afrit were 
its side tipper, walking floor trailers, drop side tipper and 
flat deck trailers.” 

Afrit’s close connection with York was seen in the fact that, 
the tanker aside, every single Afrit trailer on display was 
fitted with York axles. Also on display were trailers 
featuring the York Tecair 2 air suspension with others 
boasting mechanical suspensions such as the York 7  
blade spring packs.

Extra excitement on the Afrit stand was generated by the 
new York Precision System (YPS) nut and tool, which  
sets wheel bearings to the perfect preload for maximum 
bearing life (For more on the York Precision System  
see the story on the Brisbane Truck Show on page 10.)  
Mr Christo Els, York’s Sales Executive – Southern Africa, 
also attended the show and provided training on the YPS 
to the Afrit sales people before the show started.

“The Afrit sales people were extremely interested and 
impressed with the YPS,” added York’s Mr Christo Els. 
“Many visitors also inquired about the YPS and, from the 
feedback we received from these visitors, future sales look 
positive. In fact, all of our York products on display with the 
Afrit trailers attracted a lot of attention and positive feedback.” 

Combined strength: The Afrit trailers on display at the 
NAMPO show featured York axles and suspensions.

York strengthens middle East team

Mubarak Ahammed

York also welcomes mr murali 
krishnaunni who has joined York as a new 
Sales manager in Dubai. mr krishnaunni’s 
responsibilities Include sales order 
bookings, resolving pending customer 
issues and ensuring the branch stays on 
track to achieve its quarterly sales targets.
“I am keen to develop a good affinity with the large 
logistics and fleet operators in the region, to continue to 
build a productive relationship between York and our 
customers. I’ll also be appointing new distributors and 
dealers as well, all to continue York’s growth trajectory in 
the Middle East,” Mr krishnaunni said.

Mr krishnaunni is well placed to keep an eye on the local 
market. Murali has been previously working with York in 
Chennai for 3 years. And before that he has worked at 
Eicher Engineering Components as a Junior Sales 
Manager at the company. Mr krishnaunni ran innovative 
promotional campaigns and was responsible for growing 
market share.

“My objective is to acquire new professional skills from my 
seniors and implement them, to grow vertically in this 
organisation and become an asset by consistently adding 
value. I was attracted to York by the positive work 
environment here and I’m keen to get started on the some 
challenging assignments,” he said.

Murali krishnaunni
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York transport Equipment’s attendance at 
the 2015 Brisbane Truck Show has defied 
a slowing economy and proven the durable 
attraction of the York brand.
The 2015 Brisbane Truck Show, held this year from 14–17 
May, is widely considered the biggest and most important 
transport show in Australia. Despite the economic slowdown, 
this year’s show attracted well over 30,000 people. 

In times of economic uncertainty transport companies want 
reliable products that also come with the lowest total cost of 
ownership. As such, the 2015 Brisbane show was a great 
opportunity to update York’s customers on some new products, 
as well as introducing York’s broad range of world-leading 
running gear to a whole new group of customers. According  
to Mr Phillip Craker, Country Head for York Australia & 
New Zealand, this is exactly what happened.

A constant stream of interested customers (trailer 
manufacturers, fleets, distributors and others) kept the staff 
at York’s stall busy – and that’s aside from the even larger 

Preload is important because up to 80% of wheel-end failures 
are caused by improper bearing adjustment. This is an 
incredible figure when you consider the constant pressure 
that maintenance costs place on a transport operator’s 
bottom line – and yet another real life example of York’s 
commitment to providing the lowest total cost of ownership 
to its customers.

The main benefit that YPS provides your business is best 
seen when you look at the difference in tyre life at various 
bearing adjustments for trailer or drive axles. Commonly 
used loose settings of 0.002” to 0.005” endplay (an axial 
clearance between the bearing’s rolling elements and the 
races producing a measurable axial wheel-end movement 
when a force is applied) typically cause a loss of half to 
three-quarters of potential tyre life, largely because loose 
wheels initiate and then accelerate edge wear. The YPS 
reduces this large waste.

Aside from extended tyre and wheel-end life other benefits 
the YPS offers York’s customers include:
• Longer wheel seal life
• Longer bearing life
• Lower maintenance cost for wheel-ends
• Less equipment downtime
• Less wear and tear on brake systems
• An overall decrease in maintenance costs.

Hard work pays off

“I would like to compliment the entire York team in Australia, 
led by Philip Craker for doing an excellent job of displaying 
and demonstrating York products at the stall,” Mr Sharman 
said. 

Mr Craker added: “All our skilled team members, such as 
rod Wells, Dan Van Dyun, David Caroll, Brett Birkett and 
Ivano Giacomini, worked very hard on putting up this 
show. I pass on my congratulations to all of them.”

Other members of York’s worldwide team to attend in 
Brisbane included Mr G S Chatterjee (Chief Operating 
Officer, York Transport Equipment India) and Mr Ganesh 
Balakrishnan (Senior Design Engineer, York Transport 
Equipment Singapore).

York Transport Equipment Australia also participated in 
another truck show in Perth (Western Australia) in July 2015.

York stands tall in Brisbane

number of walk-in inquiries from members of the public. 
Most were given a demonstration of the new York Precision 
System (YPS) for wheel-ends and the response was just 
phenomenal, with many enquiries and also some pre-orders 
locked in. 

“I happened to meet personally quite a few of our important 
customers, successful and long-standing companies in 
Australia such as Drake, kennedy, Freightmaster, kruger, 
Moore, BTE and O’Phee. I was also extremely happy to 
meet many of our international customers who visited our 
stall, such as Heil from Thailand and Yeo from Singapore 
to name a few,” said Mr Alok Sharman, York Transport 
Equipment’s Chief Operating Officer, who attended the show.

The York Precision System (YPS) is the only system to 
guarantee a set preload for your wheel-ends. Preload 
(also known as PL) is the load that results from an axial 
interference between the bearing’s rolling elements and 
races but causes no discernible axial wheel-end movement 
when a force is applied, first in one axial direction and then 
in the opposite direction, after oscillating the wheel-end.

York’s stand at the Brisbane Truck Show proved popular with both current and new customers, including international customers.

YOrk aUStralIa YOrk aUStralIa

The YPS features include: 

• Total control of wheel end-bearing adjustment
• Measured, precise preload settings with fine 

incremental adjustment
• Precision single locking nut system
• Fingertip retainer installation and removal (no 

tools required)
• Easy view verification of positive locking
• Bright yellow retainers for easy visibility
• Ergonomic design for maximum safety.



York contacts
australia

13 Monterey road, Dandenong 
Victoria 3175 Australia 
t: +61 3 9790 2000 
f: +61 3 9790 2020 
C: Mr Phillip Craker 
E: phillip.craker@yorktpt.com.sg

China
No. 5 Sino-German Eco-Park, 
Tuanjie road North, Huangdao District 
Qingdao, 266555 
Shandong Province, China 
t: +86 532 6687 2251 
f: +86 532 6687 2259 
C: Mr Leo Miao 
E: leo.miao@yorktpt.com.cn

India
Gat No. 537 & 538 
Bhadhalwadi, Navlakh Umbre 
Maval Pune 410507 India 
t: +91 92 7220 0726 
C: Mr Pankaj Shenoy 
E: pankaj.shenoy@yorktpt.co.in 
C: Mr Gurmukh Singh 
E: gurmukh@yorktpt.co.in

Indonesia
C: Agung Pardianto 
E: agung.p@yorktpt.com.sg 
m: +62 812 1051085

russia
C: Mr Sergiu railean 
E: sergiu.r@yorktpt.com.sg 
m: +7 916 522 0891

Saudi arabia
Dammam Saudi Arabia 
t: +966 5 9694 0002 
f: +966 1 3820 3390 
C: Mr Mubarak Ahamed 
E: mubarak.ahamed@yorktpt.com.sg

Singapore
Corporate & Marketing 
122 Pioneer road  
Singapore 639583 
t: +65 6897 8525 
f: +65 6897 8231 
C: Frederick Tay 
E: tay.frederick@yorktpt.com.sg

yorktransport.com

YOrk ChINa

a slowing Chinese economy has seen 
overall declines in the transport market. 
rather than throw in the towel, though, 
York has seen an opportunity to reach out 
to new customers. 
Mr Steven Sun, Application & Service Engineer, York 
Transport Equipment (Asia) Pte Ltd, recently visited fleets 
across Anhui Provence in eastern China. Mr Sun attended 
seven companies and found that just over half were 
already using York axles.

“My aim was to investigate the level of knowledge of York 
in the marketplace and how our axles are used, to gain an 
in-depth understanding of customer requirements and 
how we can better publicise our products,” Mr Sun said. 

Mr Sun also spoke to customers face-to-face – a great 
way of selling York’s attributes – for example advising a 
York customer to reduce his trailer axle hub heating by 
adjusting the brake clearance. 

“We have learnt that there is room for improvement in the 
awareness of York in the transport industry, including at 
the driver level. This just makes me even more determined 
to visit more fleets and provide better service and publicity 
for our products,” Mr Sun added.

fleet visit reveals growth opportunity

South africa
Unit 10, The Pines Micro Industrial 
Units, 5 Coppel Street,  
Alrode South 1450 South Africa 
t: +27 82 376 4552 
f: +27 71 889 7407 
C: Mr Willem Brits 
E: wbrits@yorktpt.com.sg 
C: Mr Christo Els 
E: Christian.els@yorktpt.com.sg

thailand
2101 M.1 Old railway road 
Samrong Nua Muang 
Samutprakarn 10270, Thailand 
t: +66 2 743 5091 
f: +66 2 173 7300 
C: Mr Albert van der Poel 
E: albertvdp@yorktpt.co.sg 
C: Siam Tanon  
E: siamyork@ksc.th.com 
m: +668 16516864

turkey
kÜÇÜkBAkkALkÖY MAH. 
DUDULLU CADDES  
BrANDIUM r4 BLOk DAIrE: 178 
34750 ATA EH r- STANBUL 
t: +90 216 504 0823 
f: +90 216 504 0825 
C: Mr Nefii Varol Tarman 
E: nefii.vt@yorktpt.com.sg

United kingdom 
(Middle East & African Markets)
5 Scott Close Market Harborough 
Leicestershire LE16 7LN 
United kingdom 
t: +44 1858 434 425 
f: +44 1858 465 125 
C: Mr Tony Partridge 
E: thp-extraxuk@btconnect.com

United arab Emirates
Tata West Asia FZE, P O BOX NO 
16980, ZB07, r/A08 
Blue Shed Area, Jebel Ali Fze,  
Dubai, UAE 
C: Murali krishnanunni 
E: murali.m@yorktpt.com.sg 
m: +971 564 426 163


